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Open,
Saga
Halls
$1
P.E. Complex Loaned Million
S.U. has received confirmation of a government loan of $1,322,000 to help defray costs
of the school's planned physical education and
convocationcenter.
The loan is $73,000 less than asked for by
the University. The school originally asked for
$1,395,000 which would cover a little over onethird of the $3 million complex.

THE REV. EDMUND McNulty, S.J., vice
president of finance, said yesterday that the
administrationis investigating the reasons for
the government's cutback. He stated "part of
the reason was the balcony for spectators
above the swimming pool." This was not
allowed.
Fr. McNulty doesn't anticipate any cutting
of the facility by the University. "The planning is too far along,"he said.
To cover the deficit, Father said they (the
university) would try to get back some money
from the government and possibly raise the
totalof the fund drive.
On Nov. 23 of this year the S.U. board of
trustees and the board of regents gave the

go ahead for the construction of the structure.
With this was an okay for the University to
begin a $1 millionfund raising drive.
CONSTRUCTION is tentatively scheduled

to start next June, with the center ready for

use by late 1968 or early 1969.
The building will contain two swimming
pools (one of competitive size); a multi-purpose astroturfed gym, offering space for a
wide variety of indoor activities; six handball
and two squash courts, featuring an elevated
platform enabling one instructor to supervise
32 students at once; three courts for basketball, volleyballor tennis and a general purpose
area for gymnastics and dances.
The multi-purpose areas may be opened
up for large gatherings and convocations, seating approximately3,000 persons. This area will
also be open for social events.
The facility has been designed for maximum
use. School officials have said this could include opening the complex to the youth of the
central area of the city. It was pointed out
that the students would come first, however.

Managing Editor Heads
N. W. Press Workshop

Payment of additional room
rent for those who cannot go

home for Christmas will be
waived this year, S.U. officials
announced.
The token Christmas gift carries three conditions, however.
Students who remain m dorms
during the Christmas break
must register m the hall m
which they reside.

THEY MUST abide by the holiday season rules and regulations posted m each hall.
The rooms are not for the convenience of friends, but strictly
for the use of the resident. If
guests are invited, the usual hall
procedure must be followed.
Failure to observe the directives will be cause to charge the
resident $3 per day for the entire vacation period.
The University will not be re-

sponsible for items left

m

the

rooms over the vacation period.
Valuable items should be taken
home or stored m a secure
place.

SWITCHBOARD operatorswill
not be working during the vacation so residents who remain
should not expect messages to
be taken by the personnel working m the various residence
halls.
Saga will not offer food service during the holiday season.

Classes Dismissed

There, will be no classes tomorrow, the Feast of the Im-

maculate Conception. Classes
will resume on Friday.
Fr. Edmund Morton, S.J.
Academic vice-president.
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Mass Set
For Feast

Workshop PlannersBarbaraStirling(left) andSharon Ferguson.
Journalists are made, not home economics organization.
born.
She was recently named to the
Again this February, S.U. Who's Who m American Colstudent journalists and profes- leges and Universities.
Assisting Sharon as secretary
sionals from the area will assist
approximately 150 high school is Barbara Stirling, sophomore
students m publishing a com- transfer nursing major from
plete newspaper m 24 hours. The Portland. In addition to her seannual two-day event, theNorth- cretarial duties, Barbara is a
west Catholic High School Press member of the student nursing
Workshop, will be under the organization and is m dorm
direction of Sharon Ferguson, a activities.
High school students from
21-year-old senior home economics major from Seattle. Dates throughout the Northwest have
chosen this year are Feb. 17-18. been invited to the 7th annual
Workshop.
IN ADDITION to her duties
Miss Mary Elayne Grady,
as executive director of the general assignment reporter at
workshop, Sharon is currently the Seattle Times, and this year's
managing editor of The Spec- Spectator adviser, will advise
tator. She has worked on the the Workshop. Miss Grady diSpectator staff for three years rected the third workshop as a
and is also historianof Colhecon, senior at S.U. m 1963.

Closed for Yule

»■>
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Coordinator Resigns;
Knutson Gives Cause

Eight S.U. Jesuits will say a
concelebrated Mass at 10 a.m.
ByLARRY CRUMET
Thursday, the feast of the Immaculate Conception.
George Knutson, ASSU
Those officiating will be Frs. Special Events Coordinator
Joseph Perri, S.J., Gene Pierre, since Spring quarter, reS.J., Francis Lindekugel, S.J.,
Monday.
Robert Bradley, S.J., James signed
He will leave S.U. and attend
Ryan, S.J., LeonardKaufer,S.J.,
University of Washington
Robert Rebhahn, S.J., and Jos- the
quarter. Knutson plans
Winter
eph Maguire,S.J.
to
switch
his major from biology
The Mass will be celebrated to political
science.
Campion
chapel.
The
m
Tower
resignation
In
his
ASSU
feast of the Immaculate Con- second vice president, to
Dan Deception is the patronal feast of Leuw,
Knutson wrote that "the
S.U.
action are sevreasons
preach
the eral, butforit this
Fr. Perri will
will
suffice to list
sermon. The Mass will be a ded- the major cause alone,
that beication of the university family ing
the fact that Iam no longer
to community prayer and a
to afford the high calibre
prayer for the intention of peace. able
education
at S.U."
Masses on campus Thursday
Knutson stated that he hoped
will follow the same schedule as the purpose
of the Special
Sundays.
Events Committee will be kept
m mind during the remainder
of the year, "and that it does
not become confused with NorthThe first-prize winner of $25 west Releasing."
m last week's pep parade was
"There is much potential
the freshman class. The frosh here, and it would be a crime
displayed a well-painted and not to extend it to its fullest,"
heavily peopled truck.
he wrote.
Though the possibility of fiSecond prize went to A Phi O.

Parade Prizes

nancial aid existed, Knutson
said there are other factors
which have influenced his decision.

"It's hard to appreciate student governments and their relationship to the administration
until you have dealings with
them. Politics are very evident."
Earlier m the quarter, Knutson shared the brunt of administration criticism when Fr.
William H. Dubay was invited
by the Special Events Committee to speak on campus. "The
reaction was very cool," he
said.
Knutson took exception to a
statement m theDecember issue

of Seattle Magazine saying that
"nothing better illustrated the
growing sense of liberty among
young Catholics than the way
m which S.U. students handled
this fall's visit of the rebellious
Los Angeles priest,
." The
magazine went on to say, "It
was both a significant act of
student independenceand a recognition of that independenceby
(Continued on page 9)

..

Fire Proved Phony
By KERRY WEBSTER

"Alright, back to the truck,
false alarm," said ChuWith sirens screaming and ducke finally. It was none too
lights flashing, two units of the soon for some of the heavily
third battalion of the Seattle burdened firemen, several of
Fire Department roared up to whom were showing signs of beCampion Tower near midnight coming the department's first
Saturday.
false alarm casualties.
The firemen, led by white"Firefighters to the rescue!"
helmeted Chief Peter Chuducke, muttered a sarcastic voice from
rushed into the basement of the beneath an extension ladder.
building, lugging hoses, extenChief Chuducke, who already
sion ladders and portable ex- has an arsonist m the area to
tinguishers. They were met by contend with, was no happier
a startled Pinkerton guard and than his men.
several sleepy students.
THE FALSE ALARM was
NO FIRE.
turned m by a prankster who
They threw open doors, poked gave the operator a false name.
m passageways and rifled launThe firemen reloaded their
dry.
trucks and went home. ChuNo fire.
ducke held a short conference
They ran up stairwells, down with Fr. Louis Sauvain, S.J., BOXES.BOXES,BOXES:Christmas cards
corridors, through hallways and and then also left.
storerooms.
And Campion Tower went are being sold m the dorms and the ChiefStill, no fire.
tain this week. Sponsored by the Freshback to sleep.
man Class, the drive will secure funds for
fellows;

class Homecoming activities. Pictured
(from left) are Mary Norton, Pierre La
Porte, Janis Soma and Katte Bangasser.
—Spectator photo by Dennis Williams
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11th European Tour
Led by Philosopher
S.U.s 11th Annual European
Tour will be led by Fr. Engelbert Axer, S.J., professor of philosophy. The tour will cover
such European cities as Lisbon,
Florence, Madrid, Venice, Rome
and Paris, after leaving Seattle
on June 16.
Tour members will spend 37
days visiting nine different
countries. The itineraryincludes
stops at Lourdes and Carcassonne and sight-seeing along the

Library Open
After Finals

Professors Discuss
Historians. Novelists

Christmas vacation hours for
Dr. George Flynn, of S.U.s Barbara Tuchman were cited as
the A.A. Lemieux Library were
announced today. The library history department, will discuss examples.
will be open from 1-5 p.m. Dec. "History as Literature," at 7:30
"Both historians and novel17-18 and will be closed Dec. a.m. Friday on
4 and ists use the narrative form and
Channel
19-27. From Dec. 28-30 it will be
open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., the at 7 p.m. onChannel 9. His pres- their imagination," Dr. Flynn
regular holiday hours. The li- entation is part of the series, said. They differ m purpose,
brary will be closed Dec. 31- "Literature and Life," moderat- though, because the historian,
Jan. 2 and will resume the regu- ed by Dr. Richard Davison, "has a primary responsibility to
lar schedule Jan. 3.
the truth and the novelist is
professor of English at S.U.
Mrs. Helen Hanify, head of
usually trying to evoke emoDr. Flynn said he and Dr. tion," he added.
the circulation staff, reminded
Many historians write m a
students that unreturned over- Davison will discuss the qualidue books and unpaid fines can ties that the historian shares scholarly style and direct their
result m the holding of tran- with the
novelist. Dr. Flynn be- work to other historians, not to
scripts. She added fiction and lieves, "Good,
the general reading public. Dr.
effective history Flynn
light non-fiction are available
feels that, unfortunately,
good
m the recreational readingroom is
literature." Historians few have
broken away from this
over the holidays.
Samuel Elliott Morrison and style.

Rhine.
Fr. Axer has become a veteran of S.U.s European tours
through his many years at the
University since 19*41. A native
of Germany,he entered the Jesuit order m Holland and made
his theological studies at St.
Louis University. He received
his M.A. from Gonzaga University m Spokane and his Ph.D.
from Georgetown University,
Washington, B.C.

OnCampus With
Max
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CAMPVS FORVM
Comments Added

the faculty of the "ritualistic ceremonies of institutionalized religion." Such comments are
To the editor:
thoroughly predictable by now,
May I append a comment or and therefore hardly newsworthy.
two to your story m last Friday's
(In fact, the only newsworthy
issue on the lifting of the Friday item m his regard was your proabstinence rule? Iwas already motion of him to a deanship.)
included m that survey of campus must we already accept as But
inopinion, but now m view of some evitable a vagueness of thought
of the other opinions expressed, and/or a fuzziness of expression
Imight perhaps clarify my own. whenever students
comment on
theological matters?
prescind
WE CAN
from the ri"Because it (the antecedent is
tualistic denunciation by one of not clear) is on an optional
basis.

TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
Iknow how busy you are— studying, goingto clans,helpIng old gradu find their dentures after Homecoming-but,
hark, the Yuletide is almost upon us and it's time we
turned our thoughts to Christmas shopping.
We'll start with the hardest gift problem of all:what to
give the man who has everything. Well sir, here are some
thing* I'llbet he doesn't have: 1) A dentist's chair. 2) A
Mach number. :i i A street map of Perth, Australia. 4)
Fifty pounds of chicken fat. 5 ) A pack of Personna Super
Stainless Steel Blades.
"What?" you exclaim, your eyebrows leaping m wild
incredulity. "The man who has everything doesn't have
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades? What arrant nonsense!" you scoff, making a coarse gesture.
But Iinsist. The man who has everything doesn't have
Personna because everyonem the dormis always borrowing them. And small wonder! Wouldn't you be there with
an empty razor and a supplicatingsidle if youheardsomebody had super-blades that were super-sharp and superdurable; that scrape not, neither do they nick; that shave
you easily and breezily,quickly and slickly, seratchlessly
and matchlessly ;that come both m Double-Edgestyle and
Injector style? Of course you would!
So here is our first gift suggestion. If you know a man
who shaves with Personna,give him a safe.
Next let us take up the thorny problem of buying gifts
when you have no money. Well sir, there are many wonderful gifts which co.st hardly anything. A bottleof good
clear water, for example,is always welcome. A nice smooth
rock makes a charming paperweight. In fact, one Christmas back m my own college days, these are exactly the
gifts Igave a beauteous coed named Xorma Glebe. Itook
a nuk, a bottleof water, a bit of ribbon, and attached a
card with this tender sentiment:
Here's some water
Ail'l here's a rock.
Ilon you, daughter,
Around the clock.
N'orma was so moved, she seized the rock, smashed the
bottle, and plunged the .jagged edge into my sternum.

Catholics will not feel guilty because they are not adhering to
the Church rules." It is a bit
difficult to ask anyone to agree
or disagree with that statement
until he first knows what it means.
OR AGAIN, from another student: "I'm also m favor of the
reasonable descent of papal authority which allowed it to take
place." Is papal authority diminished now because of its exercise
m this matter? Isuggest that all
the successors of St. Peter pope
and fishmongers alike— will manage to stay m business regardless of this change.
A final word on the comment
of mine that you quoted. Penance
—of which fasting is the most
typical Biblical form has always
been associated with prayer and
almsgiving as the three "good
works" sanctioned by all Scripture and tradition. And surely it
is hardly less "relevant" m this
day of "Metrecal lunch bunches"
and starving Asiatics. Why then,

—

—

Iask, must penance (viz., fasting
and abstinence) be any less public and collective m this age of
the "People of God" than prayer
and almsgiving?
Robert Bradley, S. J.
Dean, College of
Arts and Sciences

_._■ __i__^_ta_

And, for good reasons ... like smart styling
to enhance the center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement assured) ... a brilliant
gem of fine color and precise modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, m your ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very personal Keepsake at
your Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find him m the
yellow pages under "Jewelers."

______
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___
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DIAMOND RINGS

CHUCK WENTZ

(8.5., Bus. Admin.) of the
Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course has found plenty of
action m sales. He's one

of many vigorous young
men m our coast-to-coast
sales organization
numberingsome 600
salesmen and managers.

Here now is ;i lovelygift for an American History major
-a bronze statuette of Millard Fillmore with a clock m
the stomach. (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was the only
American president with a dock m his stomach. James K.
Polk had a stem-winderm his head and William Henry
Harrison chimed the quarter-hour,but only Mr. Fillmore
of all our thief executives had a clock m his stomach.
Franklin Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary
Taylor had 17 jewels and Martin Van Buren ticked but,1
repeat, Mr. Fillmore and Mr. Fillmore alone had a clock
m his stomach.Moreover,Mr.Fillmore was the first president with [lower steering. No wonder they called him
"Old Hickory!")
But 1 digress. Returning to Christmas gifts, here's one
that's sure to please-agift certificate from the American
Society of Chiropractors. Accompanying each certificate
is this fetching little poem :
Merry ( 'liristmaa, Happy Sew Year,
.InHiius

xacro-ilittc!

'''''"

®
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■■

v
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May your spine forever shine,
Blensiny& an your aching hack!
May yourlumbar ne'er grow number.

: HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING :

May your caudal neverdandle,
Joyeux Noel! Heureux masxaye!

; Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Boole.

"

"

*

May

ijniir

A. H

POND COMPANY.

INC. ESTABLISHED 1892

'

. Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement "_
;and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for onTy 25c.

backbone ne'er dinlodge,

* * *

TRADE-MARK REG.

t'l

,Mh.Rhuln

And greetings of the teuton from the makers
Pertomut .Sij/>»t Sitiinh'ss Steel Bladet, I)ouhlv-Kdf>e of
or
Injector, and from Pertonna't partner m thaving luxury,Burma-Shave, regular or menthol.

"

:

"

Name
Addrois
c.y
Stale

__,

_ _ _ :_ ,

,

__
Zip

I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK \

Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
(and post-grads) for
careers m steel operations,
research,sales, mining,
accounting, and other
activities.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer m the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

B £TH

kH tM
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Tests Start Monday

EXAMINATION TIME
COURSES
two-credit hour classes with first scheduled weekly class at:
8-9 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 12
Monday
8-9 a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 13
Tuesday
8-9 a.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 14
a.m! Monday
8-9 a.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15
9 aim. Tuesday
9-10 a.m.
Monday, Dec. 12
10 a.m. Monday
9-10 a.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 13
10 a m Tuesday
Wednesday, Dec. 14
9-10 a.m.
11 a.m. Monday
9-10 a.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15
11 a.m. Tuesday
3-4 p.m.
Wednesday Dec. 14
Monday
noon
Thursday Dec. 15
3-4 p.m.
Tuesday
noon
p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 14
1 p.m. Monday
4-5 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15
1 p.m. Tuesday
4-5 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 12
4 p.m. Monday
4-5 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 12
4 p.m. Wednesday
4-5 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15
4 p.m. Tuesday
Three, four and five-credithour classes meeting three, four and five
times per week at:
10 a.m.-noon
Monday, Dec. 12
Bam
10 a.m.-noon
Tuesday, Dec. 13
9 am
10 a.m.-noon
Wednesday, Dec. 14
10 am
Thursday, Dec. 15
10 a.m.-noon
11 a m
Monday, Dec. 12
1-3 p.m.
noon
Tuesday, Dec. 13
1-3 p.m.
1 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 14
2 p.m.
1-3 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 15
3 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 12
3-5 p.m.
4pm
Wednesday, Dec. 14
3-5 p.m.
Hs. 101, all sections:
One and
8 a.m.
8 a.m.
9

«

..

Rooms:

Quiz:

F— LA 219
G— P 401

A— LA 123
B— P 304
C— P 150
D— P 354

P— Ba 401

K— P 305
L— LA 210
M— LA 319
N— P 404
O— Ba 502

Q— P 150
R— LA 123
S— Ba 402
T— Ba 102
J— Ba 102
E— P 303
The following courses which meet only one day a week will have
the final examinationon the last class day:
Ed 201 B EE 356 A
Ph 375 A
Art 351 A
Art 346 A
Art 334 A
Art 451 A
EE 254 A Fr 411 A Sp 412 A
All classes m conflict with this schedule, classes not provided for
and lab-only classes (if examis given) will be tested m last scheduled
class period.
H— P 150
I— Ba 501

3

6 Cadets to Fly

Club Plans
Food Drive
A Christmas food drive, sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi, will
begin tomorrow and end Friday.
Proceeds will be donated to Sr.
Mary Regina, FCSP, at Providence Hospital. Sister has
worked for the past five years
with the poor and needy families
of the Central Area.
Non-perishable canned food is
needed and contributions can be
submitted to McHugh Hall on
campus, the Thriftway Store at
Northeast 110th Street and
Roosevelt Way Northeast, and
the QFC Store m the University
Village. Fraternity actives and
pledges will be canvassing m
the North End area to receive

contributions.

Correction
Dr. Ronald Rousseve was
incorrectly titled assistant
dean of the School of Education m Friday's Spectator discussing a change m the abstinence laws of the Church.
Dr. Rousseve is an associate
professor of educaton.

McWilliams and Bob Frause begin flight
Six S.U. cadets were recently must also pass a strict physical
part m the
chosen to participate m this examination to take
program. Upon completion of
year's ROTC flight program.
The cadets will take their 35 the course, the cadets will rehours of ground instruction on ceive a civilian pilot's license.
campus. The 36V6 hours of acThe program was started four
tual flying time will originate years ago at S.U. and enables
from Cal Aeronautics located at the ROTC aviator to enter the
Army Aviation Program. He
Paine Field near Everett.
The cadets are James O'Neill, may then qualify for multi-enLarry McWilliams, Bob Frause, gine or instrument examiner
Roger Noel, Jay Riebe and ratings. The further training
Frank Frediani. To be eligible prepares the aviator for troopa cadet must have completed carrier, cargo and close-support
one yearof advanced ROTC. He Army aircraft.
Seniors

Larry

Fr. Correa Studies Problems of Youth
Indian student is, as Fr. Correa
put it, "much hard-working."

By DIANNE BYE

Fr. Joseph Correa, S.J., of
Calicut, India, psychology
statistics instructor at S.U.,
is a colorful figure m campus intellectual life.
On a tour through midwestern
and western Canada last summer for the U.N.s Food and
Agricultural Organization, Fr.
Correa lectured on international
problems to service clubs and

"But he needs to work hard
for survival," Father pointed
out. "Unless he has an education, the best jobs are out of
his reach." Walking two to
three miles a day to and from
school without lunch is usual for
the Indian scholar. Education
is free and compulsory through
the eighth grade.In some states
m India, education is free
through high school. The univeryouthgroups.
sities are quite costly.
YOUTH ESPECIALLY interIt is not so essential, said
that
there
est Father. He feels
Father, for the U.S. student to
is no better way to create a
get a college degree. There is
one-world mentality than for a
always the draft and unemployforeigner to confront the people
ment or vocational training for
personally.
FR. JOSEPH CORREA, S.J.
the "dropout." Television and
"I could see the attitudes
radio present American youth
sluggish
Father attributed the
changing," related Father convisual and auditory expercerning his 50 lectures m Cana- rate at which world problems with
ience of other parts of the world.
disease
hunger,
to
have
as
and
S.U.,
just
such
da. "Here at
In India, education is not proa dark-skinned man on campus poverty are being solved to lack vided with a mass of television
leadership.
of
About the leader- sets.
has made a difference."
Currently, Father is studying ship at S.U., Father was laudaEducationalneeds m India are
at the U.W. for a doctoral de- tory: "One of the most impres- direnot only for the individual's
seen
sights
I've
was the advancement, but for the degree m education, besides teach- sive
ing the statistics course here. book-movingat the new library. velopment of the nation as a
He has received Masters degrees The cheerfulness and coopera- whole. According to Father's
m mathematics, philosophy and tion were wonderful." average evolutionary theory about the
COMPARED TO the
theology, and a bachelor of
growth of undeveloped nations,
American college student, the India now is m the first stage:
science degree.
It is a nation of consumers.
For instance, Indians are now
learning to use the radio, but it
will take years to develop any
Indian radio producers. People
are living longer because of better food and health, and they
are consuming more. Technical
know-how through exchange students and teachersfrom the U.S.
will help effect a transition m
Across from Chieftain
India to a producer stage.
BREAKING DOWN prejudices
is necessary before this "on c
world" understanding can ever

DEANE SIMPSON'S"7*S
RICHFIELD SERVICE '-*4

Hiß

GOOD/VEAR
inrr
T
lmEa

#
#
#
#
#

Deane Simpson

Proprietor

Motor Tune Up
Electrical, Light Repairs
Exhaust and Brake Repairs
Front End and Alignment
Batteries

"79 CLUB"
Join the "79 Club." Buy 10 gals, of gas
and get 1 card. When you have 4 cards, you get
4 Avalon Cut Glasses.

11th & E. Madison

EA 2-9773

be realized. Father cited social-

—

ism as an example. The way
Americans view socialism
as
definitely cvil is different from
how India sees it. The Indian is
not rich enough m capital to
run the railroad. Enterprise capacity is not even sufficient for
a pooling of resources.This capitalistic system must come
gradually to India.
Meanwhile the state has
enough money to own the railroads and to keep transportation
functioning. Socialism is a necessity—not a dirty word.
According to Father, Western
Christianity has displayed the
same lack of understanding for
the Indian m regard to Catholicism and Hinduism.
"The whole Church m Indiais
Western," he reported.Although
the concepts of Christianity are
the same, the trappings are
changeable, and m India they
are Western, said Father.
FOR EXAMPLE, to eat with
a spoon and fork and to wear
shoes are the first things taught
at the Jesuit novitiate.These are
distinctly Western customs.
There is no Indian architecture
for the churches, and Indian
music (which sounds similar to
Gregorian chant) is not used.
The language of the liturgy was
just recently changed fromLatin
to Indian.
"Hinduism has a rich contribution to make to Christianity,"
Father claimed. "In fact, the
Church must be Indian to pro-

strong enough force to with-

stand the onslaught of every
philosophical or religious movement m India. Buddhism, although its effects were immediate and constituted an historical break, was soon absorbed by
Hinduism.
The small percentage of Christians (1.4 per cent) m Indiahas
contributed considerably to education, social work and medicine. But it is the Hindu people
who preserve their conviction of
trust m the Infinite God, trust
m the strength of the soul and
trust m the goodness of mankind.
Many of the problems usually
accompanying Christian Westernizationhave been avoided m
India. The divorce rateis amere
one-half per cent. Father attributes this to the basic goodness
and self respect of the Hindu
people. The stress on family life,
too, has assured the aged of
care. Three generations live m
one home. This concept of security through the children also
diminishes the birth controlproblem. The average family m India has six to seven children.
Sexual morality is predominant,
and crime is at a low rate.
OUTGROWTHS OF Christianity, particularly colonialism, have
kept the Hindu from accepting
Christianity. These problems
which accompany Christianity
cloud over its true meaning for
most Indians.
"Colonialism killed the creative spirit of India," said Father.
gress."
Father explained that the Hin- "It fossilized the nation into its
du power of "passive creativity" old habits. As a drowning man
was manifest when Gandhi suc- clutches at straws, so too the
cessfully overthrew the British ignorant man clutches at tradityranny and that this same "ac- tion. It is the only thing the Intion m inaction" has been a dianis sure of."

—

—

—
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Faculty's Children Offer Ideas
About Santa Claus, Christmas

Editorial

Code Necessary
Soon the question of giving disciplinary powers to
students will be presented to the student body.
This will be done m the form of an amendment to
the ASSU constitution. The newly passed amendment
must be okayed by the students m an election before it
can be put into effect.
The amendment to the judicial board by-law would
give the board disciplinary powers m those areas which
are delegated to it by the dean of students.
THE BILL WAS introduced last spring, but its be-

ginnings go back even farther. It first appeared m 1963.
That year the senate passed a similar bill, only to see it
rejected by the students by a slim margin, lacking five
per cent of the necessary two-thirds affirmative vote.
One of the key questions, as it is now, was what are

the areas which would be delegated. The problem still
has not been satisfactorily solved after three years. If
the board is to be effective it must be designated specific
areas m which it will have power.
PRESENTLY THERE is a bill m the senate asking
that a penal code be established. This is a necessary step
before the present amendment to the constitution can
have any effectiveness. Otherwise the board will remain

By DIANNE BYE
Youngsters of the faculty
members revealed some unique
opinions and startling insights
last Sunday at the Faculty
Children's Christmas Party
sponsored by the AWS.
"I believe m Santa Claus,"
declared Mark Cunningham,age
seven. "He lived long ago, but
he comes to all the houses on
Christmas Eve
hmm
It would take him a long time
m the sleigh
Iguess he
could take a car."

...
...

but little or no judicial actions." He continued to say,
"The students should know that all decisions rendered
by the judicial board would be subject to university
review."
Again this time around Fr. Rebhahn has expressed
support for the idea of giving students powers m certain
areas. We maintain, however, that unless these powers
are well defined, they will remain nonexistent.

...

MARK IS THE SON of Dr.
Thomas Cunningham, head of
the psychology department. "I
know one word that Ican spell
that my daddy knows too. That's
psychology," boasted Mark. "I
got an 'A' m reading, but my
favorite subject's recess."
Teresa Zimmerman, six,
daughter of Dr. Gary Zimmerman of the chemistry department, affirmed her belief m
Santa but added, "Reindeers
can't fly!" When asked what
chemistry was, Teresa replied,
"It's some kind of science stuff.
"There couldn't be a Santa
Claus really," claimed Joseph
LaCugna, eight-year-old son of
Dr. Charles LaCugna of the political science department.
"There's a different Santa Claus
m every store Igo to on Christmas."
Brian Steckler, nine, son of
Dr. Bernard Steckler of the
chemistry department,reported,
"We fool around a lot at Christpeek at the presmas time
ents m my mom's room and
stuff. No, I don't believe m
Santa Claus anymore. When I
was six Iaccidently heard my
sister say that Mom and Dad
were really Santa Claus. Be-

...

powerless.
In speaking about the amendment three years ago,
Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., dean of students, said: "This
bill is an attempt to share with the students the responsibility for correct conduct. At the present time, the student
government exercises executive and legislative powers,

Faculty Children's Party

... youngsters full of the "old nick."

sides, it would be chemically
impossible for Santa t o get
down the chimney
unless
he took reducing pills."

. ..

SIX-YEAR OLD Joseph Toutonghi expounded at length:
"My mommy and daddy are
really Santa Claus now. There
was another one, but he's up m
heaven. Rudolph the Rednose
Reindeer is on television tonight
at 5:30. "Oh Yes, I believe m
Rudolph!
Joseph continued, "I have a
great big stocking to hang on
the fireplace. My mommy puts
nuts m it. Last year I got a
flashlight too. We're going to

Life insurance now

have candy canes for Christmas
dinner. Physics? That's sort of
Do you know how
like math
deep-sea divers get oysters?
With a vacuum cleaner."
Joseph is the son of Dr. John
Toutonghi of the physics department.

...

"Christmas is the birthday of
Christ. We have Christmas trees
and Santa Claus and things because that's just our way of
celebrating," said Eric Beamer,
son of Dr. Elbert Beamer of

the philosophy department.
"Philosophy?
." mused Eric,
age eight, "That's some kind of
language Ithink."

..

_
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exceptions they'll advise life insurance as one of the
firststeps towardsfinancial security. Foryoungpeople
it's generally the only way to create instant and sub-

ONCE A PENAL code is established, which the
board can justly administer, the relation between the
board and the university should be similar to the relation of a higher court to a lower one, with the higher one
being primarily a court of appeals.
Until these steps are taken, the work of many people
over a period of three years has resulted m no substantial
change m the bill presented to the students three years
ago.
It will probably receive the same answer.
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Freedomthein
Church
Church," m her "whom Christ loved and

ByFR. JAMES REICHMANN, S.J.

delivered himself up for that he might
sanctify her, whom He unites to Himself
by an unbreakable covenant and whom
He unceasingly nourishes and cherishes," is shaken to its foundations. There
is a fateful lack of trust not only m the
Church but m Christ, its Head, who
Himself averred, "He who hears you,
hears me." (Lk.10,16).
The Church does not teach the word
of God by her own authority and has
never claimed to. Rather, as the French
Jesuit theologian, Henri de Lubac writes
m his monumental work, "The Splendor
of the Church," "She only follows anddeclares the divine revelation through the
interior direction of the Holy Spirit who
is given her as her Teacher. Those who
are afraid that she may abuse her power
m order to establish falsehood, have no
faith m Him by whom she is ruled."

Reporting recently m The Spectator on
a talk given on campus by Fr. William
Dußay, student Ron Perry summarized
the latter's position regarding freedomm
the Church as follows: "Father Dußay
think, that we should
would maintain,, I
accept the authority of the Church, but
never to the extent that it is placed
above the human conscience. When a
conflict arises, one must follow one's

conscience."
Whether this summary accurately reveals Fr. Dußay's position or even
whether it may be the view of Perry, it
is not the intent of the followingremarks
either to determine or explore. Their
real aim is simply to analyze with some
care the presuppositions of the view attributed to Fr. Dußay.

CLEARLY, this view touches a vital
and central aspect of the Christian commitment, and indeed takes a significant
stand regarding the nature of that commitment. The solemn question it raises
is "What is the meaningof freedom within the Church?"
With some American and European
Catholics there appears to be a growing
feeling that the Church stands between
themselves and personal fulfillment,
even between themselves and Christ.
The not infrequent and often exaggerated
emphasis of some contemporary philosophers and theologianson personal freedom and rights seems to have nourished
an attitude within some areas of the
Church which would consider total commitment to the Church of Christ as at
least bordering on the un-Christian and
perhaps even the absurd.
The true meaning of freedom is being
lost sight of, for it is often viewed abstractly and m isolation from decision
is not
and from truth. Too often freedom
considered as capacity for fulfillment;
rather, is it viewed as the essence of
fulfillment itelf. Freedom is being taken
as an end m itself rather than as a
privilegedand precious capacity for per-

Fr. James Reichmann, S.J., associate
professor of philosophy at S.U., is a past

contributor to The Journeyman. The present article deals with a topic which has received a great deal of comment on campus
this quarter, namely, the relationship between freedom of conscience and authority m theChurch.

sonal self-donation and communion m
love.
THE ELUSIVE paradox, "he who does
not surrender himself m freedom, will
lose his freedom," is often blithely ignored. The contemporary world is repelled by the suggestion that he who
loses his life on Christ's behalf will find
and fulfill it.
The devout Catholic who today believes that the voice of the Church is the
voice of Christ is often censured for displaying a naivete unbecoming a Christian of the 20th Century. He is accused
of giving an unenlightened acceptance
to the Church's moral teaching. The devout Catholic is sometimes subtly caricatured as one whose own immaturity prevents him from making a courageous
use of his freedom. He allows the authority of the Church to control his conduct
and even to stifle the voice of his conscience.
According to this enlightened viewselfstyled as "progressive," the authentic
Catholic is regarded as one who recognizes the authority of the Church and
submits to its discipline m every instance
where he might judge that the Church
is right and does not "exceed" its authority. Thus the individual conscience
is viewed as transcending the Church.
It is considered as subject to no law or
teaching of the Church which would invade the inner sanctuary of its own en-

lightened freedom.

THERE CAN BE no mistaking the
radically erroneous understanding of the
Church which such an attitude implicitly
entails. Such a radical conditioning of
the commitment of the individual Catholic to the Church of Christ manifests
a critical misunderstanding both of the
nature of the Church and of the apostolic mandate with which it was commissioned by Christ.
Faith m the Church as the body of
Christ and, m the words of Vatican II
m its "Dogmatic Constitution on the

THE VIEW that the individual conscience stands above the Church is unmistakably Promethean m its inspiration. While outwardly the Catholic who
would elevate his own conscience above
that of the teaching Church, may appear the very essence of poised selfconfidence, the real truth is that he is a
man who keenly feels the anguish of

Thus, sad to relate, the Promethean
seems to have no realization that it is
through responsible commitment alone
o Christ and His Church that, as Catholic, he may exercise and enjoy the freedom of the sons of God.
CONTRARILY, the authentic Catholic's
adherence to the Church is unconditioned, for his is a commitment grounded on
a living faith that Jesus of Nazareth is
the Anointed One, the Son of God. He is
likewise convinced that the Church
Christ founded is also His virginal
Spouse. As unconditioned, the total personal commitment of the Catholic to
Christ and to His Church is unique m the
annals of human history.
Such allegiance man could not give to
another man like himself or to a merely
human society of any kind without a
gross repudiation of both his freedom
and his conscience.
Yet the Catholic knows that only by
such an unqualified commitment to the
Church can he find fulfillment m Christ.
He knows that his way to the Father
lies only through obedience to Christ
speaking to him through His Church
"Whosoever, therefore, knowing that

isolation.
His temerity nourishes itself on the
black bread of despair. He cannot long
remain unaware that his unbending determination to be the sole master of his
destiny has led him inexorably to question the very love the Father has for
his Son and which the Son m turn has for
His Church.
More painfully, he may even begin to
perceive that the delicate tissue of love
between himself and God has been riven.
The Promethean Catholic can recognize
within himself a baneful tendency to
look upon God as his rival. Feelings of
resentment swell up within him and
questions he realizes are not complimentary to God are allowed to play upon his
lips. God cannot be fully trusted, for the
Promethean is unable to trust the Church
of God's own Son.

THE PROMETHEAN Catholic is determined to take his stand within the
horizon of total freedom. In order to
triumph over submission and unlimited
commitment to the Church m matters of
divine truth, he is quite prepared o
stand alone m proud isolation. Absolutely nothing is more precious to him than
freedom, not even God Himself. He has
no real conviction that the truth of Christ
shall make him free; he trusts rather
his own truth. If he wins salvation, it is
to be first and foremost salvation of his
own creation.
Ironically, however, the only destiny
Promethean man can fashion from what
Thomas Merton has called "the bottomless abyss of his own nothingness" is
death. It is death alone that is purely
the work of man. Though the contemporary Promethean would fain steal the
fire of life from the gods, he does not
realize that the fire he snatches is encountered m the depths of his own being,
and that, m the words of Thomas Merton, "It is fire that does not have to
be stolen. It can only be had by a free
gift— the very hope of gaining it by theft
is pure illusion. "The New Man." p. 21.

the Catholic Church was made necessary by God through Jesus Christ,
would refuse to enter her or to remain m
her could not be saved. "Dogmatic Constitution on the Church." Para. 14.

IN LISTENING to the Church, m heeding her and m obeying her directives,
the Catholic is aware that he listens to
and heeds not man or men but Christ,
the image of the invisible Godhead.
(Eph.2,l). His faith m Christ assures the
committed Catholic that, as he submits
himself whole and entire to Christ, so
does he and so must he submit himself
m full trust and confidence to Christ's
own Church, which he regards m faith
as vivified and guided by Christ's Holy
Spirit of Love and of Truth.
"In that obedience," writes Fr. de
Lubac, "there is nothing of this world
and nothing servile; it submits our
thoughts and desires, not to the caprices
of men, but to 'the obedience of Christ."
Because Christ asks of the Catholic full
and unremitting acquiescence to His
teaching through His Church, "It is
scarcely surprising," as Fr. de Lubac
observes, "that many men consider the
exercise of authority m the Churchan m
(Continued onpage 8)
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lature enacted a law locating the county
Seattle on Jan.
6, 1853.
Chief Sealth, a firm believer m the
Indian myth that the mention of a dead
person's name disturbed his spirit, was
horrified at the thought that his name
was to be given to the city. After a
long night of some serious drinking, he
was placatedby Doc Maynard, and soon
the Chief became quite proud of the
seat of King County at

name.

HENRY YESLER (after whom Yesler
Way is named) is another colorful pioneer m the development of Seattle.
Yesler was the first mayor, the first
industrialist, the first millionaire and
the owner of the first pier, post office,
bank, restaurant, department store, hotel and water system. He employed
eveiybody m town, including the Chief

—Spectator
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Tom Bangasser, past ASSU president,
has worked closely with groups sponsoring
rehabilitationof the Pioneer Square area.
This article is a reflection of Bangasser's
interest m and knowledgeof the history
of early Seattle.

By TOM BANGASSER

.. Why should
Imourn at the untimely
my people? Tribe fol".

fate of

lows tribe, and nation follows nation,
like the waves of the sea. It is the
order of nature and regret is useless.
—
Your time of decay may be distant
but it will surely come, for even the
white man whose God walked and
talked with him as friend with friend
cannot be exempt from the common
destiny. We may be brothersafter all."
This plaintiveresignation to the coming of the white man was voiced by
Chief Seattle, known to the historian as
Chief Sealth. At the time that this
speech was given, it had long been clear
to the Northwest Indian that the white
man was here to stay. And now the majestic figure of Chief Sealth was writing
a graceful epitaph to the passing of the
red man.
Chief Sealth probably encouragedDavid "Doc" Maynard, one of the city
founders, to settle m the Seattle area.
The Chief met the rollicking doctor m
Olympia, where his magic drugs and
steel-rimmed, octagonalspectacles fascinated him. Maynard subsequently became the first Seattle doctor, storekeeper, realtor, notary public, lawyer and
justice of the peace. He was also the
first to perform a Seattle wedding ceremony.

himself.
It is a common fallacy among Seattleites to think that the founding of the
city was Nov. 13, 1851. Among those
who landed at Alki Point on that day,
only John Low and Charles Terry were
satisfied that the site was suitable for a
future city.
The name the settlers decided upon
was "New York," but the Indian name
"Alki," meaning "by-and-by," seems to
have stuck. The Borens, Bells and Dennys filed no land claims at Alki, but m
February of the following year, after
much exploration, wisely decided that
the east shore of Elliot Bay was the
best site available.

ON FEB. 15, 1852, Arthur Denny, Carso Boren and William Bell staked their
claims along the east shore of Elliot

Bay, extending fromthe presentlocation

of Denny Way to a point south of the
present location of Yesler Way, a distance of one andone-half miles.
The three claimants each staked a
half-mile section of shoreline and ran
their boundaries due east to include a
half-section of land. Each of these families was entitled to a full section, but
they chose smaller claims so that later
settlers could find desirable land within
the town area. Bell's claim was the
most northerly; Boren's adjoined the
south boundary and Arthur Denny's lay
between them.
WHEN MAYNARD came to Elliot Bay
later that soring seeking a location for
salmon packing, boundaries of the three
claims were adjusted northward and
eastward to allow the doctor a claim
that would include a small peninsula
called "The Point," originally Dart of
Boren's claim. Maynard later filed on
a totalof 640 acres.
Boundaries of the orieinal claims were
aeain moved to attract a desirable industry when Henry Yesler arrived

m

®1

October searching for a sawmill site.
The site of Yesler's original mill (Front
and Mill streets) is now occupied by the
Mutual Life Building on the northwest
corner of First and Yesler.
The site was chosen because m the
1850's the tide lapped the shore at this
point, the buildings being placed on
pilings. He was allowed to file on a
narrow strip between Boren and Maynard, and the eastward end of his claim
was extended north and south into a
"T" that gave him his full allowance
under the land law.

SEATTLE'S permanency was assured
when Yesler established his steam sawmill m October of 1852. The local pioneers had been hand-loggingand selling
fir piling and "squares" to San Francis-

co shippers, but when the mill opened
(the only one that could saw straight
lumber m the Pacific Northwest), practically all able-bodied men, both white
and Indian, worked for Yesler.
Boren, m 1854, even went so far as to
say that "Seattle is a one-industry town.
What will happen to our economy if
Henry Yesler's mill burns down?" Apparently, the name Boeing was unknown
to him.

After Yesler had filed his claim, David
Denny selected the land to the north
of Bell's, extending eastward from the
bay along the slopes of the hill now
called Queen Anne.
ALL OF THESEdonation claims were
This sketch pictures i
filed m the land office between April 3,
1852, and Jan. 24, 1853. The townsite of
Seattle, which included these claims and
others, was filed May 23, 1853, the legal enough water pressure to subdue the
birthday of the city of Seattle.
blaze.
From a small townsite m 1853, Seattle
The fire moved about 100 yards an
began to grow, with a populationof 1,107 hour since there was a slight breeze.
m 1870; to 3,533 m 1880; to 42,837 m 1890; About 7 p.m. it reached Yesler Way (the
to 80,761 m 1900, to today's populationof present Pioneer Square area), the choicover 560,000.
est part of the city where the greatest
At the beginningof 1889, new residents portionof the buildings stood.
were arriving m Seattle at the rate of
1,000 per month. In March of that year
BY 3 A.M. the next day the fire had
more than 500 buildings were under con- almost burned itself out. The burned
struction. Seattle was a city teeming area extended a little northof University
with humanity, with every nook and Street. West of First Avenue, everything
cranny occupied, its business section was taken south to King Street except
composed of scores of closely-built wood- two buildings. All the piling of the railen structures, dry as tinder under a roads along the central waterfront and
summer sun.
the railway station at the foot of Columbia Street were destroyed. South of
IT WAS ALSO a city with an inade- King Street the huge coal bunkers were
quate fire department woefully lacking burned.
m water supply. This was the setting
In all, 64 acres m the heart of Seattle
for the "Great Seattle Fire." which be- and a solid mile of buildings were m
gan on June 6, 1889— the fire that was ruins within a span of 12 hours. Not
to out Seattle on the map.
a single business house was left standing
The fire originatedm the shop of Clair- intact. Many city records perished. The
mont & Company, cabinet makers, m fire took every bank, wholesale house,
the ground floor of the Pontius block, hotel, newspaper office, both engine
923 First Aye., where the Federal Building now stands. The fire department
responded promptly but could not get

houses, nearly every store and an estimatedone million rats that were occupying the buildings but, fortunately, no

ARTHUR DENNY was another
staunch friend of Chief Sealth, Maynard
and Denny, according to tradition, bestowed the Chief's name upon the town.
There was, however, another popular
movement underfoot to name the town
Duwumps instead of Seattle. The legis-

—
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LOOKING UP FIRST AVENUE FROM MADISON
STREETIN 1878. Business gradually crept north m
this street m the 80's and 90s. All the wooded height

seen m the background was taken down m the several Denny Hill regrades. The major regradings
of the Hill were completed by 1929.
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THE FUTURE of the Pioneer Square
area remains uncertain. Many individuals have taken up the crusade for
either the restoration or the destruction
of the entire area. Although the Pioneer
Square neighborhood currently is depressed, the property has great potential. Pioneer Square is within two blocks
of the governmentalarea to the east and
the important financial district to the

north.
It lies within the shadow of the $12
million Norton Building; just one block
north is the Bank of California parking
garage at First and Columbia. The new
Standard Oil Garage also lies m the
heart of Pioneer Square. In keeping
with the spirit of rehabilitation,the UGN
acquired and remodeled the Lowman
Building at First and Cherry which borders the Square on the north side.

THERE APPEAR to be only two alternatives for the future of the Square.
Forced abandonment as further deterioration results m increased health and
safety hazards would be one alternative.
Eventually this area would be subject to
slum clearance with redevelopment
through an urbanrenewal program. This
movement is underway at the present
time. The second method of dealing

with the area involves rehabilitation as
the historic heart of the city with the

refurbishing of existing buildings for

res a proposed rehabilitation program for Pioneer Square.

human lives. The total loss from the fire
was somewhere between $10-15 million.

HOWEVER, it was not the fire that
made history, but Seattle's reaction to
it. As "Harper's Weekly" reported later
m the month of June, 1889, "The people
of Seattle are not.disposed to look upon
the visitation as an unmitigated calamity
Laborers were set to work as
soon as practicable to clear away the
debris, and m less than a week the
people had recovered from the shock
and were laboring with renewed enthusiasm
The work of rebuilding had
begun."
The Great Seattle Fire proved to be
a blessing m disguise. The city fathers
could now accomplish three long-soughtfor objectives: They could widen, raise
and straighten the city streets. The
city's haste to accomplish these objectives afforded employment to thousands
of skilled and unskilled workers and
attracted many lawyers, doctors, bankers and businessmen to the city.

...

. ..

THE BUILDING owners immediately

set themselves to the task of rebuilding
their commercial and residential districts. The sites of the new buildings
were movedback nine feet on both sides
of the old roads to allow for increased
road traffic. The buildings were then

constructed of non-flammable materials

m accordance with the
city code.

newly-passed

Meanwhile, the city constructed fourfoot wide retaining walls on the old
curbs to the height of the desired street
level today's street level. Between the
retaining walls they poured fill dirt
taken from the surrounding hills.
The straightening of the streets required that those of varying heights be
levelled and those of varying depths be
filled. This straightening and levelingof
the streets was accomplished m a series
of three regrades, completed by 1929.

—

HOWEVER, problems developed

m

the Pioneer Square area of town. Although the buildings had been completed and the streets raised, the sidewalks remained at their original heights.
Thus it was Dossible to fall 10 to 15
feet down onto the old sidewalks. The

city then built a ramp over the old sidewalks to the second or third floors of
the renovated buildings.
After the sidewalks were raised, peo-

pie could still shop on the first floor of
the retail stores by descending a flight
of stairs into the underground (under
today's present sidewalks).
Today those buildings constructed immediately after the 1889 fire still stand.
The architecture of the key Pioneer
Square buildings is representativeof the
Victorian era and is sometimesreferred
to as "American Romanesque." Among
the finest representatives of the Victorian era m Seattle are the Pioneer and
the Mutual Life buildings, two of the
prime "atmosphere" generators m the
Pioneer Square area.

commercial use.
If architects and designers aware of
its potentialities undertook the reconstruction, the Square could be made
most attractive— as is the case with the
buildings of similar vintage m San Francisco's Jackson Square. The arrange-

steam engines, mining equipment and
a replica of the old Seattle waterfront
saloon; Indian craft shop; an art gallery; brass band concerts and night
spots catering to music and entertainment, such as the Blue Banjo, the Gallery and the Penthouse.
In addition to the commercial establishments, it has been suggested that the
southern section of the street between
First and James and First and Cherry
be blocked off and that the presently
existing triangle be extended eastward
to the Pioneer Building, filling m the
street with grass, paths and trees.

ment of the buildings facing Pioneer
Square is excellent, providing an intimate and convenient pedestrian-sized
grouping.

THERE IS ample evidence from similar rehabilitation projects m other cities
San Francisco's Maiden Lane and
Jackson Square, the French Quarter of
New Orleans and Olvera Street m Los
Angeles— to attest to the economic desirability and justification of such a

SUGGESTIONS for the area's rehabilitation include restaurants with 1890
period decor; a commercial museum
featuring player-pianos, wax works of
Northwest historical figures, old cars.

Unless rehabilitation along the lines
contemplated is undertaken, Seattle's
birthplace will undoubtedly disappear
forever as continued obsolescence and
disrepair lead to ultimate abandonment

—

venture.

THE PIONEER Building, considered
the finest office building west of Chicago when completed m 1892, possesses a
rich facade with carved archways and

elaborate bay windows, providing a
sharp contrast to nearby 20th Century
steel and glass constructions. At first
glance, the Mutual Life Building seems
quite somber; however, closer examination reveals turn-of-the-century elegance
m interior detail, with solidly paneled
entranceway and

lobby, ornamental ele-

vator shaft, marble staircase, tile corridors and generous office space.
There are other historic edifices m
the Pioneer Square area such as the
Howard Building, where Lowman &
Hanford, printers and stationers, were
open for business and where their origi-

nal storefront, windows and wooden sidewalk can still be seen on the underground tours that are conducted m downtown Seattle.
IN THE HORN Building, the original
wallpaper and hand-carved pillars can
be examined on what was once the
ground floor but is now the basement.
Today Pioneer Square is a living reminder of Seattle's past, but the area is
rapidly approaching a condition of
blight. A number of the buildings have
practically no tenants abovethe present
street level and an increasing number of
street level vacancies can be noted.
Property values m the vicinity ofPioneer Square today are generally less
than 10 per cent of the average values
m the central business district. A study
of the official records shows numerous
violations of building code and fire regulations m the area, reflecting inadequate maintenance and disregard for
standards of health and safety.

Ruins After Fire of June 6, 1889

Great Seattle Fire, June 6, 1889
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The Face of Tomorrow
The Prospect of Fulfillment
—
human
owns
claim that
his

ByLIZBETH LYONS

Twentieth Century man is faced
with the most exhilarating of
challenges— that of realizing his
capacities m a world where work

is divorced from "productivity." The
leaden-eyedworker of yesteryear,whose
face was empty, devoidof hope or even
despair, is no longer the threat demanding our attention.
Today, we must look to the future
to the realization that it lies within our
grasp to free the hungry from starvation, the poor from want, the unfulfilled
from dissatisfaction.

—

MAN, RELEASED from the thrall of
the alarm clock and the five o'clock
whistle, can devote himself to self-perfective activities. No longer under the
indictment of work, he can begin to
live. This invitation to life is not a selfish, solipsistic one, but is based on the
fulfillment of each man's capacities
within a community of men.
The amazing paradox is that, although
this goal is within sight, man shrinks
back into the protective shell of habit—
the habit of "work."
In our society it is customary that a
man work m order to provide a living
for himself and his dependents.
Lizbeth Lyons, Senior political science
major, is known on campus as an outspoken critic of almost everything. In today's issue she articulates on the topic
of work and enunciates her philosophy of
leisure.

INDEED, such value is placed on work
that a man who is incapable of maintainingemployment findshimself fraught
with internal anxieties as well as external criticism. He becomes quickly convinced that his value, not only as a
breadwinner, but even more fundamen-

tally, as a
being, is cast into
doubt the moment he ceases to be a
"producing" member of the society.
The Calvanistic influence is weft capsuled by Thomas Carlyle's dictum,
"Produce! Produce! Were it but the
pitifullest infinitesmal fraction of a product, produce it m God's name! 'Tis the
utmost thou hast m thee. Out with it
then."

thing he

and

it is

a

part of himself. A man works to gain
property. A man who has property must
work to maintain it.

THUS, IN OUR ethos, work and property are interdependent. Herein lies the

crux of the issue. Work must be disengaged from the "fruits" of work. Property must not be regarded simply as a

WHILE THIS attitude may have spurred our nation on to great economic
achievements, the effects that it has on
one not able to produce are anything but
beneficial. So long as men continue to
equate their adequacy as human beings
with their economic productivity, the future of our society stands on a precarious foundation.
In the days of the plow horse and the
hoe, it was requisite that a man work
m order to maintain a bare level of subsistence. This is no longer the case. In
tthe age of automation and cybernation
it will become superfluous for the bulk of
society to engage m the productive process.
IT HAS BEEN estimated that by 1980,
three per cent of the working force will
be sufficient to maintain the machinery
of production. Cognizant of this, it would
seem only expedient to start disengaging
work from its Olympianshrine and place
it m a more realistic framework.
A man works to earn money with
which he can buy the things he needs.
These possessions then becomehis property. Property gives a man a sense of
security. He can always turn to some-

Freedom vs. Authority:

function of work.The two should be relegated to completely separate spheres.
Until this is accomplished, our society is
not m a position to fully reap the benefits
of the technocracy which it has formed.
Society must standon the sidelines and
regard as a "Frankenstein" the very
condition it labored to produce because
the overriding ethic has not kept pace
with reality.

—

Infallibility: Abiding Charism

THOUGH MANY would clamorously
deny it, this interdependenceof work and
property is not an immutable law of

civil power, which

nological advancement which we have

(Continued from page 5)

tolerable tyranny." How indeed could it
appear to them otherwise? Unless one is
himself a Catholic, how may he appreciate the enthusiasm which leads the Catholic joyfully to submit his will to the
Church and to acknowledge her as the

doctrine of faith and morals extends to
the deposit of divine revelation which
must be religiously guarded and faith-

nature. It is the natural outgrowth of
the type of society and the levelof tech-

directed toward the
m turn has the corresponding obligation achieved.setIt is a pragmatic response to a
of circumstances.
of permitting its citizenry to worship God certain
Thus it would seem only logical to
m peace. Such religious freedom was
alter that pattern once circumstances
firmly defended by Vatican II m its

fully epounded." (Para. 25).
Though the authentic Catholic is not at
which gave rise to it have disappeared.
all unconcerned with the world, yet he "Declaration on Religious Freedom."
This
is the stage which our society is
worldly
shows no reverence for that
now entering.
alienate
him
from
Church,
would
WITHIN
the
on
counsel
which
FREEDOM
infallible gateway to Christ?
time for leisure shouldbe cultivatthe teaching of the Church and would the other hand, is the freedom enjoyed edThe
that
it becomes a time for a man
so
living
from
m
of
the truth
by the individual member of the Church
IRRITATING as it may seem to some, prevent him
to be alone with himself. He need not
of
mind
with
Christ
Christ;
being
highest
one
m
its
form
of
and
is
realized
seek,
demand,
pointless
it is
to
let alone
2,5). In short his love of
through sacrificial obedience to the Fa- keep a garden, whittle wood, build model
a merely intellectual accounting for such Jesus. (Phil.and
airplanes, collect stamps or engage m
humility
his
him
save
ther through the Church m union with "productive"
allegiance, which, m its unlimited sweep, the Church
activity. Leisure is time
duped
by
appalling
the
being
and m imitation of the sublime obedifully outdistances the graying twilight- from
think,
for
a
man
to
to contemplate himcommand ential sacrifice of Christ on the cross.
horizon of myopic human vision. The pseudo-dilemma which would
self and his universe and determine the
teaching
to
the
of
the
forsake
him
either
total commitment to Christ through His
Hence authentic Christian freedom is properrelationship betweenthe two.
or Christ. His sentiment toward inseparable
Church is as much a stumbling block Church
from loving obedience to the
living
m
with
the
the Church is
accord
manifest, at least m its
and pure folly to contemporary man as
made
will
of
God
IT IS NOT a time for a man to merely
writes,
Augustine
who
"A
of St.
outlines,
ever it was to the Jews and to the mind possesses
basic
to
the
individual
Catholic
rest
so that he can jump back into the
the Holy Spirit to the
man
teachingChurch.
Greeks of St. Paul's time. (1 Cor.1,23).
cosmic rat race tomorrow and start promeasure of his love for Christ's Church." through the living,
In assessing the paradox of Christian
Hence it is that m its "Declaration on ducing all anew. It should be a serene
In its substance the foregoing account
freedom gainedthrough obedientiallove, of true freedom within the Church is Religious Freedom" the Second Vatican time m which man can relax, even if all
even the most sober-minded among us supported by the nationally prominent Council states with all desirable preci- he desires is to engage m pleasant reverie.
can only exclaim with Pauline fervor:
In the formation of their
sion: ".
and respected Jewish theologian, Will
If a man works, it will be because he
"Has not God turned to nonsense the Herberg, who only a week ago wrote: consciences, the Christian faithful ought
wants
to work. No longer need we have
Why, there
cer'wisdom' of this world?
to
the
and
carefully
attend to
sacred
Declaration nor
"Neither
the
Council
disgruntled,
uninspiring teachers who
Church,
absurdity
more
wisdom
the
is
m
of God any other viable concept of religious tain doctrine of the Church. The
must moonlight on the side to makeends
than m all the wisdom of men." (Cor. freedom protects, or intends to protect is, by the will of Christ, the teacher of
meet. No longer need men rise with the
1,27).
heresy against Church sanctions," "Na- the truth. It is her duty to give utter- dawn
to trudge off to a stultifying unfulto
that
authority
ance
to.
teach
Because Christ communicatesHis love tional Review," Nov. 29, 1966).
and
job. In tomorrow's world men will
filling
Himself,
Truth which is Christ
and also
and His will to the individual Catholic
teach because their exuberance for
to declare and confirm by her authority
through the sacramental ministration
FURTHER, neither does the committeach. A
and voice of His Church, should the con- ted Catholic fear that his obedience to those principles of the moral order which learning demands that theyjob
man
who
works
will
find
his
satisfyitorigin
have
their
m
human
nature
opposed
science of any Catholic be
to
the Church may deprive him of the
ing.
the moral conscience of the Church means of achieving personal, Christian self." (Para. 14).
authoritatively declared, he has no justi- fulfillment. Rather he is supremely conRATHER THAN shudder at such a
able grounds for not conforminghis own fident that through the transforming
THUS AT NO TIME does the authen- prospect, Iwelcome it. It grants man the
respectability
conscience to that of the Church.
to the
obedience, as an tic Catholic lend
work of Christ ".
opportunity to effectuate the centuriesIn such an instance, upon his recogniz- act of Christian Freedom," as Fr. Court- enormously erroneous belief that the au- long dream of Utopia. Man, too long conteaching
when
it
is
thoritative
of
the
Church
could
ing a real disparity between what he
writes,
Murray
". even
ney
cerned with merely subsisting, can now
thinks he should do and what the Church sacrificial especially when it is sacrifi- misrepresent the mind of Christ and devote his time and talents to the finer
living
falisfy the
Truth the Church was things of life be they government, edusays he should do, forthwith does he cial—is always the way to self-fulfilldivinely established and commissioned cation,
know infallibly that his own conscience ment," "America," Dec. 3, 1966.
art, music, science or literature.
to
is m error, though he may not underMost regretably, it is not currently un- to preserve, defend and communicate
The productive capacity of man can
why,
and that he must common that religious freedom as a all men.
stand precisely
be adapted to his creative capacity. With
forsake it and himself m order to find principle of civil order is counfounded
Wherefore, should the authentic, devout
this vast reservoir of potential released
and be united with Christ m truth.
with Christian freedom within the Catholic be queried today by the Church for actualization, there are bounds that
Church. Yet these are essentially distinct herself as Christ once queried His own will be surpassed and hurdles that will
THE SECOND Vatican Council has freedoms and cannot be identified one disciples concerning their fidelity to be cleared.
been most careful to reemphasize with the other without engendering an Himself, he would answer with the same
This is the prospect that lies before
abysmal confusion with regard to the vibrant enthusiasm and faith as did Si- man today. To realize that prospect man
Christ's gift of the abiding charism of
"infallibility to His Church. In its "Dog- whole question of freedom m the Church. mon Peter: "Holy Mother, to whom cannot be content to view things through
Religious freedomhas to do with man's would Igo? You have the message of
matic Constitution the Church" it bears
the eyes of the 17th, 18th, or 19th centhe following witness: "This infallibility right to worship God as he sees fit, that eternal life; I firmly believe and am turies. He must shed the ideas which
with which the Divine Redeemer willed is, according to the persuasion of his fully convinced that you are the Holy were suitable for yesterday but which
His Church to be endowed m defining a own conscience. This is a personal right Church of Christ." (Jn. 6,71).
will be totally inadequate for tomorrow.
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In Review of The Hostage'

All-purpose Satire Has Serious Plot
bodyskipping about!" shouts presses the whole tone of
"This whole place is like a an officer of the Irish Re- Brendan Behan's play "The
rabbit warren, with every- publicanArmy. Thisline ex- Hostage," this season's second
By ROBERT CUMBOW

English soldier who is captured,
held as a hostage, and conTheater.
This informal, unusual, rol- demned to hang the next
lickingly absurd play is unique day by the IRA m an attempt to
m its style. Across the stage get a reprieve for one of their
wander soldiers, policemen, soldiers. If the soldier is not reprostitutes, drunks, religious prieved,they announce, the hospeople, happy people, sad peo- tage willbe shot.
ple, confused people
This is the one thing about the
a most
improbable assortment of char- play which tends to leave viewers uneasy. Why a wildly comic
acters, who, even more improbprobably, are never unaware treatment of a deeply serious
that they are merely m a play. plot? Behan is telling us someThey freely address the audi- thing about ourselves. It is that
ence and make frequent refer- we take ourselves and each
ences to the stage, the author other and life and death far too
and the length of the play. seriously.
The whole cast is good, but
BEHAN'S PLAY is written special praises are due to the
and performed with a Brecht- lead roles of Pat, cynical, merry
like feeling for total theater old owner of a flophouse m Dub(there are a number of songs lin (Patrick Mines); his "nearand dances, as well as panto- ly" wife, Meg Dillon (Marjorie
mimes, printed signs and ad- Nelson), and the hostage
libbed jokes) combined with a (Thomas Heaton), one moment
homey informality which is one- enjoying himself to the very
thirdBehan and two-thirdsPirie limit and the next gloomily
MacDonald. MacDonald, who broodingover his uncertainfate.
Once again Alan Kimmel's
last year directed "Galileo" so
remarkably well, has produced scenery is masterfully approprim "The Hostage" a gay evening ate. And Barbara Nollman's
of fun, games, songs and laughs lighting effects are exceptiongalore. Perhaps he has over- allygood m the production.
"The Hostage," if not great,
done it just a bit.
certainly enjoyable and undeis
plays
Behan constructedhis
so
as to allow for a certain amount niably a unique theater experiof informality and ad-lib. But ence.
MacDonald,m his efforts to update and localize the play, has
taken just a few too many liberties. One can laugh at John Gilbert, as a somber IRA officer,
(Continued from page 1)
telling the audience to stop
superiors."
laughing, because
their
"This
is
a
"
"Actually,"explainedKnutson,
serious play! or at GordonCoffey and Nick Smith mincing and "it was pulled off by a small
simpering around the stage as group of students, not purely m
Rio Rita and Princess Grace, the sense of rebellion, but as an
academic exercise. The admintwo "married" homosexuals.
But the all-too-frequent refer- istration tried to discourage us,"
ences to Hubert Humphrey, he said.
The 21-year-old junior said he
Robert McNamara, Lyndon
Johnson, Enumclaw and the was concerned about the UniPike Street Market tend to over- versity's emphasis on "t h c
state the play. It becomes farce image."$350
"The
is pretty steep. I
rather than satire.
think we have a ways to go beSTILL, ALL m all, it provides fore the price tag is justified."
With respect to "academic
an immensely enjoyable evening. Behan's play amounts to freedom" on campus, Knutson
an all-purpose satire. In his was critical of the administra"screening" of events
many jokes and songs he has tion's might
which
turn out to be conincorporated myriad digs and
Knutson pointed out
pokes at foibles of society, at troversial.
that many modern thinkers are
the law, at religion, at sex and controversial.
Hearing
practically
everything. The is important, he said. them talk
at
one criticism to be offered is
Knutson had praise for ASSU
that perhaps the play tries to president
Gary Meisenburg,
cover a bit too much. But this second
president Dan Device
does not prevent it from hitting Leuw, student officers and memdead center a few very vulner- bers of his committee.
able spots.
"This year's activities have
"The Hostage"is full of incon- come off," he said,
recalling apgruities m dialog and stage ac- pearances of the Mitchell Trio.
tion which serve to make it an Four Preps, Shelly Berman. The
excellent example of Theater of 3-D's, a Jazz Sextet, and Fr.
the Absurd, especially when William H. Dußay.
coupled with the one greatover"I've had many positive exriding incongruity that there is periences at S.U.. but all things
absolutely nothing funny about considered, Ireally see no althe plot! It concerns a young ternative to leaving," he said.
offering at the Seattle Repertory

—

Talent Reviewed
By Event Head

Last year, thousands

ol lawyers,bankers,

accountants, engineers,

doctors andbusinessmen
went back to college.
And not just lor the
football games.

We'd like to clear up what appears tobe a
misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular
on campus to decry a business career on
the grounds that you stop learning once
you start working for Cliche Nuts & Bolts.
That idea is groundless.
We can't speak for Cliche, but we can
for ourselves-Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of theBell System.6 out of 10collegegraduates whohave
joined us over the past 10 years, forexampie,havecontinued their higher education,
How're these for openers:
W.E.s Tuition Refund Plan lets employees pursue degrees while working for us. Over 6 thousand have attended schools m 41 states under
this plan. We refund more than $1
million m tuition costs to employees
a year.
To name another program: advanced
engineering study, under the direction of Lehigh University, is conducted at our Engineering Research

Center m Princeton, N. J. Selected
employees are sent there from all
over the country for a year's concentrated study leading to a master's
degree.
You get the idea. We're for more learning m our business. After all, Western
Electric doesn't make buggy whips. We
make advanced communications equipment. And the Bell telephone network will
need even more sophisticated devices by
the time your fifth reunion rolls around.
The state of the art, never static, is where
the action is.
At Western Electric, what's happening
is the excitement and satisfaction of continued doing and learning. If this happens
to appeal to you, no matter what degree
you're aiming for, check us out. And grab
a piece of theaction.

(Mk\

\*l^ MANUFACTURINGS SUPPLY
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Road and Snow Conditions
for all Major Pacific Northwest Ski Areas

/SKI-Hanny
I Warren Miller Ski Film

| Washington Ski Feature

CartoonistBob Cram as host

I
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
AT THE

CHIEFTAIN COFFEE HOUSE
Tonight:-9 to 1-JEFF JOHNSON

Friday:-9 to 1-ROBIN BARRET

Saturday:-9 to 1-WALT "Trip" SCHWARTZ

NO COVER CHARGE— OPEN 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
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Chieftains Come Back to Stop Sooners in Opener
ByTERRY ZAREMBA

The S. U. Chieftains
m the second half Saturday night as
they nailed the Oklahoma
Sooners to the wall, 88-79.
A large opening night crowd of
9,019 watched the colorful
sharp as a tack

contest.

The Chieftains displayed an
excellent pattern offense m the
first half, but many close-in
shots refused to fall. In the
meantime, Jim Johnson and Don
Sidle were pouring m the points
for the Sooners who took a 44-37
leadat intermission.
However, it was a different
story the second half.The Chiefs
started whittling away the Oklahoma lead as Tom Workman,
Plummer Lott and Malkin
Strong took turns scoring. The
score was tied for the last time
at 61-all with 8:02 left m the
contest. Workman then proceeded to convert two three-point

plays m a row and the Chieftains had clear sailing the rest
of the way.
John Wilkins rebounded exceptionally well and assisted on
several key baskets.Mike Acres
played well, but suffered a
sprained ankle early m the second half. It is uncertain how
long he will be sidelined. Workman ended with 27 points for
the evening and 998 m his career. Lott had 22 m addition to
playing a fine all-around game.
Strong ended with 19 points and
ninerebounds.
The Chieftains play tonight at
Santa Clara. The next home

CLIPPING?: Tom Workman appears to be clearing the
way for an unseen teammate. Even with the penalties
the Chiefs managed to overcome the Sooners.

always were a step ahead of the Saturday m the Coliseum. The
Papooses m the hard-played young Chiefs had throttled the
game. The S.U.Frosh had many Shoreline offense m the first
opportunities to close the gap m half and they held a 34-18 lead
the second half as Tom Little at halftime.
began finding the range after a
brief cold spell.
SHORELINE bombed for 42
However, George Irvine, a points m the second half to tie
former Ballard High School star, the Papooses at 60-all as time
game is Dec. 13 against Los calmly sank a pair of free ran out. The Pups over-powered
Angeles State.
throws late m the game to ice the tired Samurai m the overtime period though, and won
TheU.W. Pups increased their the victory for the Pups.
going away.
win-streak to four games m a
Little ended with 31 points for
row over the Papooses Friday S.U.
Tom Little duplicated his first
to lead all scorers.
night when they took the S.U.
night's score as he pumped
yearlings by an 82-78 score.
After holding a 16-point lead through 31 more points. Sam
at halftime, the Papooses had Pierce had 15 points for the
THE PUPS, many of whom to come on m overtime to de- Chiefs and Bobby Mason showed
were players on Seattle-area feat the determined Shoreline some fine ball-handling and dehigh school teams last year, J.C. Samurai by a 72-68 margin fensive work.
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Dennis Williams

Nads, Cellar-Trillos
Vie for Championship
The Nads zeroed m on the
Engineers over the weekendand
untracked them 32-0 thereby

leading the National league with
an 8-0 record.
The Cellar-Trillos also compiled an 8-0 mark m the American League. Tomorrow at 10:30
p.m. these unbeatens collide to
determine the top intramural
football squad.
Third place m the National
League went to the Guassians
who upended the Action Finders
12-0 Friday.In other games the
Monads edged the Suds 12-7 and
the Chamber shutout the Bea-

what the Merry Men did to the

Cats.

Preceding the main contest
at 10:30 tomorrow the I-D's and
Cats will battle for ninth spot m

the final standings. At 12:30
third place willbe m the balance
as the Guassians test the Merry
Men. The Action Finders and
Party will vie for fourth place
at 1:30. Seventh place is the
rank for the winner of the V.C.Beaver encounter at 2:30.
Regular league volleyballalso

ended this week. The Chamber

and Action Finders were the
champions m their leagues.
Three forfeits occured m the
Tonight m the Gym playoff
schedule. The Party and Kow- games are scheduled. At 7 p.m.
abungas won by default while the Kowabungas and Crusaders
the I-D's and V.C.'s forfeited to compete for sixth place and at
each other. One must be bound 7:45 p.m. the Monads meet the
by the S.P.C.A. from reporting Guassians for fourth spot. Third
place will go to the victor of the
Trillos-Engineer clash.
The Suds and I-D's tangle at
9:15 p.m. for eighthplace.
vers 19-0.
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Super Sooner

c' onson's handsome standard men's lighter.
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I.D. Please

Student Section

Students sitting m sections
15-16 m the Coliseum for the
basketball games must wear
whiteshirts and blouses.Tom
Grimm, ASSU publicity director, said students who do
not meet the requirements
cannot sit m these sections.
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Cagemen Fly to California;
Sailors Take Second Looney, Acres Might Stay

Crewing Top Notch:

The S.U. yachters captured and U.P.S. was fifth.
Much of the S.U. sailors' sucsecond place m last weekend's
regatta and continued to fare cess can be credited to good
crewing m the boats. Patty Auld
well.
Dennis Williams led the Chiefs enabled Williams to outsail his
with a perfect record m division class and Carol Strong and Sue
C by outclassing his competitors. Podgorny helped Perry and
Lloyd Brodniak and Bob Perry Brodniak place high m their
finished m second place m div- classes.
Strong winds up to 25 m.p.h.
isions A and B.
The University of British Co- made racing hazardous and the
lumbia won the regatta by a over-straining of the light Penslim margin of two and one half guins caused many breakdowns.
points. The Chieftain yachters The Chiefs handled these conbeat the U.W. for the second ditions well however.
straight time, an unprecedented
feat m the club's history. Western Washington came m -fourth
Meetings

Officialpresently
Notices
receiving

All students
financial aid (NLSL Loan, EOG,
Nursing Loan, Tuition Plan, etc.)
as well as all others who will require a short-term loan for the
winter quarter, must contact the
Financial Aid Office (Bookstore
Building, ext. 262 or 263) before
the deadline Dec. 16. Failure to
do so will guarantee your place
at the end of a long line.
Col. Michael Dolan

" " "

Financial Aid Director

A number of billings for advance
registration have been returned
by the Post Office because of incorrect addressing. Seniors and
juniors who registered m advance and who do not receive
their bills by Friday may call
for them at the registrar's office.

At the close of fall quarter,
grades will be mailed to the home
addresses of students, hopefully
by Dec. 23. Those who wish them
mailed elsewhere may leave a
self-addressed envelope at the
registrar's office before leaving
campus.
Complete transcripts will be issued to freshmen and sophomores
as they report for registration on
Jan. 3.
Seniors and juniors who registered m advance may pick up
transcripts from the registrar's
office, Jan. 11 through Jan. 13.
Mary Alice Lee
Registrar

I SMOM SICN4IS I
Today

Marketing Club, 11 a.m., Xavier
Lounge.
MUN, 7 p.m., Xavier Lounge.

Tomorrow
Meetings

Sigma Kappa Phi officers, 6:30
p.m. Bellarmine.
Sigma Kappa Phi general, 7
p.m., Bellarmine.

Reminders

Students interested m working
on the Jesuit Student Body Conference may sign up m the ASSU
Office. Chairman is Jim Lynch.

"""

Parking stalls will go on sale
Monday. Students wishing to renew their present stalls may do
so until the end of the quarter.
They should contact Mary Jo Logan between 1-3 p.m. m the ASSU

Office.

By PAT CURRAN
The tape salesmen may

make a fortune this year
just from the wrappings at
S.U.
Steve Looney, for the second
time, has joined the ranks of
injured Chieftain basketballers.
During Monday's practice he
sprained an ankle and will not
make the upcoming California
trip. Mike Acres who also injured his ankle is still a doubtful traveler and Coach Lionel
Purcell will make no decision
concerning Acres until late

today.

FIVE GUARDS are competing
to take one or both of the accidentally vacant guard spots.
Jack Kreiger, Harvey Jackson,
Mike O'Brien, Steve Conklin
and Tom West are the hopefuls.
Inpreparing for the California
invasion, Purcell is emphasizing
defense. He feels that the great-

est lack m the Oklahoma game

the often ineffective
defense.
The two teams S.U. will meet
on the road are Santa Barbara
and Santa Clara. Playing these
schools at their gyms puts the
opposition at a disadvantage,
Purcell commented. The court
stands seat three to four thousand and the visitors lose ten
points simply by entering the
was

Lott'sa Rhythm

den, add power to the Santa
Clarans. They are strong rebounders and good shooters.
Saturday at Santa Barbara
S.U. will face a very tall front

line of men rising to 6-foot-6,
6-foot-8 and 6-foot-9. Seven lettermen return to the Gauchos,
led by 6-foot Howard Demmelaier.

CLASSIFIED

All empty stalls will be avail- structure.
FOR SALE
Tomorrow night the Chiefs
'
able on a first-come-first-served
basis at the beginning of next take on the Santa Clara Broncos '65 BSA, 75 cc. Good condition. $200
who tied New Mexico University
quarter.
or best offer. EA 9-3026.
m the first half last Saturday
Revolution-minded students are and faded to lose m the second
ROOMS FOR REMT
invited to participate m Demon- half. New Mexico currently is
stration Day today. Any cause ratednumber five m the
WANTED to share
nation. ROOMMATE
can be sponsored at the rally that
house with two girls. Two blocks
begins at noon on the 11th Avenue
from S.U. Call Mary Ann Kunz,
THE BRONCO attack centers
mall m front of the Bookstore.
EA 9-0229.
around Mike Gervasoni, a top
scoring guard who averaged
"I Knock at the Door," a redMISC.
points per game last
ing of a play by Scan O'Casey, over 15
will be presented at 8 p.m. to- year. Also back is 6-foot-6 stand- THESES, term papen on IBM electric
typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423.
morrow through Saturday, at Tet- out Bob Heaney. Two sophomores, Ron Lane and Bud Ogtro Inigo. Admission is free.

"""
"""

—

One wristwatch without
wristband. Owner may claim by

FOUND:

_

identifying. EA 9-1750, room 508.

—
,___

or Apt. 310

!«*. EA 2-3293
Marian.

___.„

APTS.. ROOMS
ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT. View
of lake, mountains. Furnished, utilities. Close to S.U.. bus, shopping,
Speak Chinese 7 $75. EA 2-8879.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO JOIN R.O.T.C.
ROTC OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS
CnriAl
OUtIAL

PI

DINNER-DANCES
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" EARN A COLLEGE DEGREE IN A

FIELD OF YOUR CHOICE, INCLUDING
MILITARY SCIENCE

" FULFILL YOUR MILITARY OBLIGATION
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AS AN OFFICER
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ASSOCIATION OF THE
U.S. ARMY

V

LEADERSHIP
DRILL

...
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«

VALUABLE LEADERSHIP AND
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE
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DRILL TEAM

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
LEARNING AND APPLYING
teaching methods

W
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COUNTERINSURGENCY
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
MOUNTAINEERING
WATER OPERATIONS
RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP
FLIGHT TRAINING
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